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Todd Giffen <todd@strags.com>

Re: A serious interview of targets and whisteblowers, Dr Staninger
seth17279@aol.com <seth17279@aol.com>
To: case@oregonstatehospital.net

Wed, Jul 16, 2014 at 10:09 PM

-----Original Message----From: Robert Duncan <cyclotronheating@gmail.com>
To: seth17279 <seth17279@aol.com>
Sent: Thu, Jul 17, 2014 12:36 am
Subject: Re: A serious interview of targets and whisteblowers, Dr Staninger
Hello Dr. Farber,
I appreciate what you do for TIs.
I don't get involved in individual cases at all. The problem has always been a sound strategy to stop the
abuse. Another problem is that these people operate above any laws and there are few skilled enough to
decipher the signal intelligence impinging upon the victim. Evidence is difficult to come-by and certainly not
understood by the common man that you would find in a court setting. Courts do not have the power to
stop this. Public understanding and opinion could sway things but this is a long journey of education. I do
what I believe can keep me out of prison and still help inform the populous.
Good luck,
R. Duncan

On Wed, Jul 16, 2014 at 9:10 PM, <seth17279@aol.com> wrote:
Seth Farber, Ph.D.
NYC
www.sethHfarber.com
212 560-7288

Dear Robert Duncan,
I am an author and a dissident psychologist. Last September I was on the radio discussing the
drugging
of children by the psychiatric- pharmaceutical industrial complex. After the program I was contacted by
some people in Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance. (Recently I have been working with
Ken Posner.). I was surprised by what I discovered when I began to do some research, including your
"Vol.2"--at the horrendous things done, far beyond anything Snowden had disclosed (Glenn Greenwald
told me recently Snowden has no documents on this) and the highly advanced technology far beyond
anything of which the public was aware.. I have been a critic of our government since I first protested the
Vietnam war in high school. Because of my political and moral convictions I want to stop these
tortures.Not just provide psychological "consolation.: The only plan I can think of is EXPOSURE. I want
to ask for your help on 2 projects that would not take much of your time.
Ken Polsner and several others have been "tested" by industrial toxicologist Hildegard Staninger,
Ph.D.
She says Ken is receiving directed energy waves, and that she has determined the source of the
satellites. (Some are from military bases,)I have sent her report on Ken to several people, including
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journalists and doctors. No one can understand her report, let alone determine if she has proven
anything, including Colin Ross MD.. Could you take a quick look at it to see if she has provided proof?.
You could dialogue with her if that would help.
Second I think if you were interviewed by a journalist who has some gravitas it cold make a
difference.. I like Coast to Coast but an appearance on Coast is not enough to break through the black
out. Would you be willing to be interviewed by Chris Hedges. I almost persuaded him to do a story on
people who were subject to more than surveillance. He was interested at first but was intimidated by Dr
Staninger's report. Hedges was war correspondent for the Times has a Pulitzer, then resigned, wrote
speeches for Ralph Nader. It would take someone like Hedges (or a few others I've met) to get this out
in the open, at least among progressive intellectuals and policymaker. Coat to Coast (which I enjoyed
doing),
would not do.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Fraternally, Seth Farber,PhD
www.sethHfarber.com
212 799-9026
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